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Final Draft

A series of short films I’ll be writing. Unsure how many

parts it will have, probably see how far it goes. This

script the 1st part, is just one scene. Peter (The Father)

is getting ready to close shop for the day when Sandra runs

in to inform the disappearence of Great Granda’s watch.
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GREAT GRANDA’S WATCH PART 1

INT. 2ND HAND SHOP - 4PM

FADE IN

Dim light, 1 till, a shop full of 1960s gadgets

PETER, 51, long brown coat, steal toe caps.

SANDRA, 22, blonde hair, pink hair band, platinum dress,

pink leggings & pink high heals.

Peter is standing at till counting money and locking till

drawer.(MS)

CUT TO

Sandra walks in. (CTS)

SANDRA

Dad.

PETER

Yes dear.

SANDRA

See that precious watch you had

that you you showed me and Mick?

PETER

It’s gone.

Peter looks round in shock. (ECU)

PETER

What?

SANDRA

Thats not all I woke up this

morning. He’s gone as well?(MS)

PETER

He? Who are we talking about?

SANDRA

Mick.

PETER

The thieving little (pause) the

thieving little (pause) the

theieving little. (MS)

(CONTINUED)



CONTINUED: 2.

Moment of silence

SANDRA

Thieving little what father? And

there’s me thinking you were giving

up swearing for lent.

PETER

That watch goes back to your great

great Granda.

SANDRA

Thats not all dad, he received a

letter this morning that he left on

the coffee table. And of course me

being the nosey sister picked it

up.

PETER

And?

SANDRA

It had death threats?

Peter raises his voice (CU)

PETER

What? Who from?

SANDRA

Macky MacIntyre. (MS)

PETER

Have heard that name before?

SANDRA

I informed the cops this

morning, he’s well known to them.

PETER

What next ma sun, my great Granda’s

watch. I canny win.

SANDRA

If its any bonus to you the police

are following up all leads

CUT TO

T O B E C O N T I N U E D

FADE OUT


